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D. Statutory Activity: Low-income housing tax credits under Section 42 of the 
Internal Revenue Code of 1986, 26 U.S.C. § 42.

1. Objective #1: Increase purchases of mortgages secured by LIHTC properties (Do What 
We Do Best).

Meeting the Challenges

Financing and preserving LIHTC properties has several key challenges, including:

The LIHTC market is sensitive to potential changes in the US Tax Code as recently demonstrated by the 
decline in LIHTC prices based on a presumption that the corporate tax rate could drop as part of a national tax 
reform.

While communities on both coasts and interior cities have access to competitive LIHTC equity, the needs of tertiary 
cities and rural communities are not met. 

To address these challenges, Fannie Mae will:

Review the LIHTC market to determine key trends and identify issues which may drive Fannie Mae’s possible 
enhancements of our LIHTC debt product.

Review and consider product enhancements that could result in increased loan purchases.

Contribute additional liquidity to the market by acquiring an increased number of loans secured by LIHTC properties. 

As noted in Objective #1 of Fannie Mae’s activities relating to Residential Economic Diversity (RED), incorporate
concepts of RED into Fannie Mae’s LIHTC Debt Purchase activities.

SMART Factors
Fannie Mae will undertake the following measurable Actions in the years indicated.

Year Actions

2018 Identify two trends and two product enhancement needs in the LIHTC industry, and propose ways to 
address them in order to increase liquidity to the LIHTC debt market.

o Consider specific geographies, rent cost burdens, and potential RED as part of this review.

Purchase 83 loans secured by LIHTC properties, representing approximately a 14 percent increase over 
the Baseline.

o Baseline: The average number of LIHTC debt loans purchased by Fannie Mae over the last three 
full years is 63 loans (2014: 63; 2015: 44; 2016: 65; 2017: 80). However, given that this average is 
lower than the number of loans purchased in 2016 and 2017 and to account for the upward trend, 
Fannie Mae is using an average of the 2016 purchases (65) and the 2017 purchases (80) as our
Baseline, or 73 loans.

2019 Purchase 86 loans secured by LIHTC properties, representing approximately an 18 percent increase 
over the Baseline.
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Year Actions

Confirm loan purchase goal for 2020 including LIHTC debt purchases on properties that serve other Duty 
to Serve underserved markets including rural high-needs regions, high-needs populations, and RED
housing.

2020 Purchase 92 loans secured by LIHTC properties, representing approximately a 26 percent increase over 
the Baseline.

Plan for the 2021 – 2023 Duty to Serve Plan. 

Fannie Mae has a long history of purchasing loans secured by LIHTC properties and may rely on our traditional lender 
partners to continue to originate and work with Fannie Mae to expand the number of transactions. Based on this history 
and these relationships, Fannie Mae has determined that this Objective is realistic and may be achieved within the time 
periods described. Market opportunity is generally based on the information provided in HUD and other preservation 
databases and utilization of these databases allows for the estimation of annual volume. Fannie Mae’s standard 
underwriting guidelines and risk standards, which incorporate notions of safety and soundness, will be applied to these 
purchases.

Criteria 2018 2019 2020

Evaluation Factor: Loan Purchase Loan Purchase Loan Purchase

Income Levels: Very Low-, Low-, and Moderate-Income Levels for all Years

E. Statutory Activity: Other comparable State or local affordable housing programs.

1. Objective #1: Expand Fannie Mae’s multifamilyaffordable housing (MAH) definition to 
support other comparable State or local programs to preserve affordable housing and 
purchase loans (Partner and Innovate, Do What We Do Best).

Meeting the Challenges

Providing liquidity through other comparable State or local affordable housing programs has several key challenges, 
including:

The programs are often not aligned with federal housing programs, which creates a lack of standardization 
between the jurisdictions.

What qualifies as “affordable” may vary between jurisdictions.  

Different jurisdictions may have different requirements for various debt structures (e.g., subordination, term 
and compliance). 

The lack of standardization among jurisdictions may require time-consuming waivers for loan purchases,
which may result in a less efficient market. 

If a jurisdiction’s affordable housing program does not meet Fannie Mae’s MAH requirements, these 
properties cannot take advantage of the beneficial MAH underwriting guidelines (e.g., higher loan-to-value 
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Meeting the Challenges

ratio (LTVR) and lower debt service coverage ratio (DSCR) than for conventional multifamily) and may take 
more time to be reviewed and processed.

Only one State program is currently delegated to Fannie Mae’s DUS lenders for approval. 

To address these challenges, Fannie Mae will:

Review affordable housing programs in various jurisdictions to determine if they can be incorporated into 
Fannie Mae’s existing MAH guidelines, thus qualifying them for special underwriting requirements as well as 
facilitating delegation to lenders to approve loans, which will shorten processing time. 

Support research on other comparable State or local affordable housing programs nationwide in order to educate the 
market on the various programs for further consideration.

As noted in Fannie Mae’s activity relating to RED, identify other comparable State or local affordable housing 
programs that include concepts of RED.

SMART Factors
Fannie Mae will undertake the following measurable Actions in the years indicated.

Year Actions

2018 Review transactions that have been submitted to MAH for a “Special Purpose” waiver to utilize MAH 
underwriting guidelines in order to find out what other comparable State or local affordable housing 
programs are utilized in these transactions and to see which ones currently receive a one-time exception. 

Review five of the other comparable State or local affordable housing programs that have come into 
Fannie Mae for waivers that do not currently qualify for eligibility under Fannie Mae’s MAH program in order
to determine if the programs can be approved as acceptable MAH programs that can utilize the MAH 
underwriting guidelines without a special waiver. 

As part of the review above, determine which, if any, of other comparable State or local affordable 
housing programs incorporate RED.

Support research that reviews programs in various jurisdictions including inclusionary zoning, shared 
equity, and rent restrictions in order to identify other comparable State or local affordable housing 
programs that have the potential to be delegated and/or receive an expedited review. In addition, publish 
research results to inform the market on other comparable State or local affordable housing programs.

Based on this review and the completed research, approve appropriate expanded guidelines and/or
delegation for loans to qualify in these jurisdictions as MAH transactions.

Confirm loan purchase goals for 2019.

2019 Purchase 30 loans secured by properties under a Fannie Mae-approved State or local affordable 
housing program, representing a goal of approximately a 43 percent increase over the Baseline.

o Baseline: Fannie Mae started tracking loans that did not meet Fannie Mae’s MAH definition but still 
had some sort of income restriction on the property in 2015. Because we do not track any specific 
State or local affordable housing programs, Fannie Mae has chosen to utilize this group of loans that 
have income restrictions but are not part of a federal housing program as a proxy for an initial 
Baseline for this activity. The category of loans includes properties where more than 20 percent of 
the units have income restrictions at 80 percent of AMI. Fannie Mae’s three-year average for loan 
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Year Actions

purchases is 18 loans (2015: 13; 2016: 20; annualized 2017: 21 loans). However, because the most 
recent production level is 21 loans, we will use that as the Baseline.

Continue to build upon knowledge gained in the previous year by reviewing other comparable affordable 
housing programs in five additional State or local jurisdictions that could benefit from streamlined 
guidelines and/or delegation in order to increase liquidity to those jurisdictions.

Continue to support research that identifies and reviews other comparable State or local affordable 
housing programs across the country.

Based on this review and the completed research, provide for appropriate expanded guidelines and/or
delegation for loans to qualify as MAH transactions under the approved State or local affordable housing
programs.

2020 Purchase 36 loans secured by properties under Fannie Mae-approved State or local affordable housing
programs, representing a goal of approximately a 71 percent increase over the Baseline.

Analyze lessons learned in previous years to determine if modifications are needed to expanded guidelines 
and/or if there are additional State and/or local guidelines to be reviewed.

Publish research on State or local affordable housing programs (format to be determined) so that the 
knowledge can be shared publicly to better inform the market.

Plan for the 2021 – 2023 Duty to Serve Plan.

Fannie Mae has significant experience purchasing loans secured by properties subject to different comparable State or
local affordable housing programs. Expanding Fannie Mae’s MAH definition to include other comparable State or local
affordable housing programs that do not meet the current definition used by Fannie Mae would allow affordable housing
preservation transactions to be financed using the benefits of Fannie Mae’s MAH guidelines, which in turn would increase 
liquidity to those markets. In addition, Fannie Mae would be making capital available to support affordable housing 
preservation issues that are important to each State and locality. FannieMae regularly reviews data available from third 
party data vendors and is exploring collaboration with potential non-profit partners to estimate the potential market
opportunity for these loans, which is not ascertainable at this time. The ultimate opportunity available in this market is to 
finance an increased number of properties that are the subject of other acceptable State or local affordable housing programs. 
Any expansion of underwriting guidelines or credit standards to include other comparable State or local affordable housing 
programs would be subject to underwriting guidelines and credit risk standards consistent with safety and soundness. 
Based on Fannie Mae’s experience working with other comparable State or local programs, we have determined that this
Objective is realistic and may be achieved within the time periods described.

Criteria 2018 2019 2020

Evaluation Factor: Loan Product Loan Purchase Loan Purchase

Income Levels: Very Low-, Low-, and Moderate-Income Levels for all Years



DISCLAIMER
Implementation of the activities and objectives in Fannie Mae’s and Freddie Mac’s Duty to 
Serve Underserved Markets Plans may be subject to change based on factors including 
FHFA review for compliance with the Charter Acts, specific FHFA approval requirements 
and safety and soundness standards, and market or economic conditions, as applicable.
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